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ABSTRACT

This paper sets out the methodology and the temporary results of an ongoing research project on the use of social
media in crisis management (in France). It discusses the benefits and limits to use an emergency crisis exercise
for research purposes. It describes an observation protocol and a coding method that could be replicate to survey
further exercises. Some possible processing of the observation data is exposed, and further visualizations of the
data are still in progress. One of the first analytical results tackles the way Var’s firefighters consider social media
information. For now, social media seem to be regarded as questionable because they do not easily fit into the
organizational routine. At the same time, the awareness of the need to use social media is quite strong. On the
analytical level, the paper tries to use sociological concepts to describe and explain some results.
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INTRODUCTION

ISCRAM community is of course convinced by the usefulness of social media for EM (emergency management),
and bunch of experiments and papers focus on how to really use them, integrate them and to make the most of it
(especially with the help of computer-assisted methods). Yet, a lot needs to be done on “what information do
emergency dispatchers and first responders really need” (Kropczynski et al. 2018, 2). Beyond the nature of the
needed information, this paper focuses on how disturbing it can be for an emergency organization to concretely
use new sources of information. All emergency managers are not still convinced that social media information is
trustworthy ; even if social media trustworthiness strongly depends on the quality of the data (Tapia et al. 2013),
we argue that in our case (a French firefighters’ department) a questionable statute is still given to social media
data. This un-trustworthiness relies as much on professionals doubt as on organizational routine.
Our research question fits into the agenda set by Elbanna et. al: “much of the research in the area has focused on
public use of social media during an emergency as well as how emergency agencies benefit from the data and
information generated by this process. However, there is little understanding of what are the operational
implications of this public use on emergency management agencies and how does social media either positively
or negatively impact these operations” (Elbanna et al. 2019, 112). Using a more sociological analytical framework,
this paper tends to show that apart the quality of social media data and the efficiency of technical tools to process
them, organizational features may also affect the propensity of emergency professionals to use social media. The
paper builds on a collective observation of a crisis management exercise in France.
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The paper consists of four sections. Section 1 frames the state of the art. Section 2 presents the exercise objectives
and conditions: the exercise was organized by the Var’s firefighters’ department (France) and is part of a larger
research project funded by the French Research Agency. Section 3 describes the observation protocol, building
on previous observations made during the European Union Sequana exercise (for the 100-year flood). Section 4
puts forward some temporary results: data analysis is still on progress, as 2 more exercises, some workshops and
interviews are to be made with other institutional partners. Section 5 discusses the methodological implications
of the use of a simulation for research purposes and proposes to analyse social media as organizational resources.
Section 6 draws some conclusions and perspectives that this ongoing project can offer.
STATE OF THE ART

A lot of research has been done on the potential use of social media for crises management (see for example the
survey of ISCRAM proceedings from 2004 to 2011, (Grant and Jongejan 2011). Literature first focused on the
use of social media by citizens to help each other and how social media could lead to “collective intelligence” ,
and then on organizational use of social media to communicate to the public , to use citizen-generated content as
a new source of information (Denis and Hughes 2012; Starbird and Stamberger 2010) or to better communication
between crisis professionals and organizations (Grant et al. 2013; Vieweg et al. 2010). We propose a nonexhaustive state of the art regarding the obstacles in the use of social media be emergency services in order to
frame our observations and discuss our first results.
Organizational and professional grounds of social media trust

A positive attitude towards the use of social media has been observed by several studies, either the US (San et al.
2013) and Europe (Reuter et al. 2016; Rizza and Pereira 2014). Indeed, emergency professionals and citizens can
use social media instead of traditional media when the latter not available, especially during the beginning of a
crisis (Aupetit and Imran 2017). However, studies on the social media use in emergencies has also observed
several obstacles: data quality (Tapia et al. 2011, 2013), the credibility of this kind of information (Castillo et al.
2011; Mendoza et al. 2010), the lack of training and guidelines (Hiltz et al. 2014) or the lack of organizational
procedures to help managing such information (Kaufhold and Reuter 2017) or unintended consequences of such
uses (Rizza et al. 2014). In accordance with those findings, the paper tries to use pragmatic sociological concepts
to emphasize the organizational and professional features that can explain the lack of trust towards social media
information. The concept of “interessement work” (Akrich et al. 1988; Latour 2005) – the fact that the interest of
actors into a new device or procedure is the result of an organizational work that need to be cared of – and the
concept of “trials” (Boltanski 2011; Dodier 2005) – which are moments where actors question the factuality of
what they are facing to, moments where they mobilize their capacity to critic the reality – are used to describe the
partial integration and use of social media information. They provide internalist explications of what is observed:
the (lack of) trust is not what explain but is what need to be explained.

EXERCISE OBJECTIVES AND CONDITIONS
General objectives

The researchers team had two main objectives during the crisis management exercise. The first one was to observe
how the Firefighters’ crisis management integrate (or not) the citizen, both as an information source – especially
through social media – and as stakeholders or participants into the management crisis (either as already reckoned
volunteers and already organized and identified helpers, or as spontaneous helpers). Secondly, it was to prepare
the second year of the research project (called MACIV -Management of Citizens and Volunteers: social media in
crisis situations ), bringing necessary elements to the realization of a new crisis management prototype in the RIO-Suite software (Benaben et al. 2016)1. Indeed, exercises 2 and 3 will partly focus on the capacity of the
prototype to improve the citizens integration into the crisis management by improving social media data computerprocessing.
The observation was supposed to focus on three main elements: social media as information source, citizen
initiatives during crisis, communication towards citizens. Actually, the exercise was organized in such a way that
only the first element (social media as information source) was observable.

1

Here is an online presentation of the R-IOSuite : https://research-gi.mines-albi.fr/display/riosuite/r-IOSuite+Home
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Simulation configuration

The SDIS 83 is the Var’s firefighters’ department and the simulation was based on a flood scenario in SainteMaxime area (south of France)2. This firefighters’ department is one of the most involved and advanced in France
into the use of social media and citizen-generated content for crisis management. The aim of the simulation was
to perform their organizational line about social media. The exercise lasted 2 hours (with 2 hours debriefing), took
place in several rooms on October 2018. Six researchers-observers were situated into those rooms (see figure 1):
-

-

First there was the CRAU (Centre de Réception des Appels d’Urgence), which is the Department Call
Centre, where emergency calls are treated: one observer was here at the beginning of the exercise.
Then there was the CODIS (Centre Opérationnel Départemental d’Incendie et de Secours), which is the
Department Crisis Room, the place where firefighters try to anticipate major interventions. They also
give information to public authorities, and they monitor and advice the firefighters’ field activity. In this
crisis room, there was a special team (2 persons) dedicated to the monitoring of social media, called the
MSGU team, (which is the French acronym for Social Media for Emergency Management, SMEM). One
researcher was dedicated to observing the MSGU team while another one observed the whole crisis room.
Firefighters’ field activity was also simulated. This activity is supervised by a special officer, the COS,
(Commandant des Opérations de secours), the Emergency Operations Commander. One observer was
there too.
Finally, there was the organization room where people simulated external roles (like the public authority,
the VISOV – Volontaires Internationaux en Soutien Opérationnel Virtuel – which is the volunteer’s
association monitoring social media to help first respondents – like the VOST, Virtual Operation Support
Team) and oversaw the scenario proceedings. Two researchers where here.

Figure 1. Var's firefighter’s department and observers' position
As usual in this firefighter’s department, simulation scenario was based on emergency phone calls to which the
players must react (see figure 2). In this simulation, a specific social media scenario was added, consisting in a
list of tweets (see figure 3): the social media team of the organization room (composed by one VISOV member
and one social media analyst of the firefighters’ department) “published” them. The Twitter platform was not
used: simulated tweets were sent by WhatsApp to the MSGU/SMEM team located in the crisis room. Some tweets
were fake or rumor and some contained information that no emergency phone calls could provide (according to
the scenario).

2

SDIS stands for Service départemental d’Incendie et de Secours (Local Fire and Emergency Department)
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Figure 2. Emergency phone calls scenario

Figure 3. Tweets scenario

OBSERVATION PROTOCOL

Regarding the observation protocol, we used a method that was freely adapted from the observation made during
the Sequana Exercise by the Euridice research Consortium (November and Créton-Cazanave 2017). The 6
researchers had the same observation grid, with a timesheet (in order to compile observation lines after the
simulation) and a very simple codebook was used, in order to facilitate the data exploration. As the researcher
team was interdisciplinary (3 social scientists, 3 computer scientists) and as each researcher had in own specific
agenda (beyond the shared general objectives), the choice was made to adopt a descriptive codebook rather than
an analytical one.
For each observation line, the observer had to code:
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Whether the observation concerned the players during the exercise, the organization team or the
debriefing (universe)
What where the protagonists involved in the interaction observed (type)
If the interaction observed occurred through social media or not (activity)
Whether the interaction was about an information coming from social media (information nature)

Observation was made during the simulation and during the debriefing. After the simulation, we made a
compilation of each observer's data. To keep it readable, there is an ad hoc table sheet for each observer
(Animation 1, Animation 2, CODIS, MSGU, CRAU, COS), as figure 4 shows. Further visualizations of the data
(e. g., by a time line or by social media inputs) are still in progress.

Figure 4. Observation grid
It important to note that players were aware that this exercise was meant to make observable their use of social
media contents. Thus, it cannot be excluded that they had paid more attention than usual to social media
information. Indeed, players were aware that some information could only be available on social media. We will
discuss later the methodological implications of the use of a simulation for research purposes.

TEMPORARY RESULTS

As mentioned previously, the results presented here are temporary: possible data processing of the observation is
presented, and some analytical perspectives are suggested. These feedbacks must be confirmed or disconfirmed
with interviews with the players and the organizers involved in the simulation, and with a comparison with the
two next exercises.
The main general conclusion that can be highlighted so far concerns the social media as a new information source
for emergency managers. Even if the Var’s firefighter’s department is one of the most involved in the use of social
media (only a few French departments, out of around a hundred, have a MSGU/SMEM team), this integration can
be considered as partial. Indeed, the incorporation of social media into the organizational routine is not yet
established or stabilized. This partial or proto-integration can be explained by three main elements. First, social
media information is not yet considered as trustworthy as more classical information sources are. Information
provided by social media still has a “questionable statute”, especially compared to information coming from
emergency phone calls or institutional partners. Secondly, this lack of trust can explain, to a high degree, moments
of organizational hesitation, fuzziness or uncertainty observed during the simulation. However – and this is the
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third point – all these moments are not explained by this questionable statute. Some institutional and professional
dynamics, proper to the observed organization, that reinforce these organizational hesitation or uncertainty.
A questionable statute for information collected on social media

This questionable statute was obvious during the afternoon debriefing: players and organizers explained that they
had to acculturate themselves to social media and that this acculturation was still an ongoing process (Azzouz
2012). For SDIS members, social media information is not trustworthy enough. This lack of trust is not unfounded:
it is based on their everyday work and personal experience. Building on Giddens’ work, one can say that social
media for emergency management is not yet an “expert systems”, i.e. a socio-technical or institutional system that
people trust because “it works”, but without fully understanding them – a trust backed by their everyday
experience (Giddens 1990). In their everyday work, firefighters are confronted to social media information that
does not “work” enough. They cannot rely on it without providing an extra task. Social media information is not
good enough yet (and this goodness is determined by several factors, among them the fact that the information is
actionable or not, Kropczynski et al. 2018), which can explain this untrustworthiness (Tapia et al. 2013).
Nevertheless, Var’s firefighters are quite aware of the need to consider information coming from social media.
Indeed, during the afternoon debriefing, they remind themselves that in a 2014 real crisis a very important
information was only available on social media. This event seems to act like a trigger of this awareness. Following
the Actor Network Theory, one could say that there is still a need for an “interessement work” (Akrich et al. 1988).
The “interessement work” is a phase in an innovation process which strengthens the association between actors
and a new tool or technique (leading to support the structure of the network they form). Actors need to be interested
into using or adopting a new device or technology, and this process need to be cared of (Latour 2005). For now,
the MSGU/SMEM team of the Var’s firefighters’ department seems to shoulder this work, with the support of the
VISOV. A more systematic organization of this “interessment work” would be welcome to strengthen the
awareness around the use of social media.A last hint regarding this social media questionable statute was the
discussion –during the debriefing – on the necessity to precise, for each information, whether it is coming from
social media. Of course, this would introduce an asymmetry between social media information and other sources
of information. This would reinforce the questionable statute of social media information. It appeared to SDIS
members that once checked, an information did not need to be tagged as coming from social media. One can
interpret this decision as a normalization of the social media as a valuable information source.

…generating moments of hesitation and fuzziness

This questionable statute generated moments of hesitation and fuzziness during the simulation. These are moments
where players weren’t sure about an information, were wondering if it was accurate or not, etc. During these
moments they try to reduce uncertainty, a process which can define risk management (Borraz 2007; Borraz et al.
2007). In these moments, actors mobilized their capacity to doubt or to criticise what they are confronting to
(Boltanski 2011).
This result can be illustrated thank to the observation grid. Until now, the exploration of the observation data has
been basic and needs to be more systematic. With the observation grid, it is possible to trace (more or less precisely
due to a time artefact of the observation grid) the circulation process of a social media information : from the
tweet-input by the organization room, to its processing by the crisis room (and especially the SMEM/MSGU
team), to its operationalization (or not) on the “field” (= has the information lead to a ground intervention ? an
exploratory mission ?). Several social media inputs can be studied. I will elaborate on one example about the
“Belmondo’s death case” which was a simulated tweet saying that Belmondo (a very famous French actor) died
during the flood. According to the scenario this information was supposed to be false, but the players were not
aware of it.
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Figure 5. Belmondo case and related observation lines
Figure 5 gives a compilation of the observation lines mentioning the “Belmondo’s death case”. In the table,
column 1 gives the studied social media input, and the 6 other columns give the observation lines related to this
input for each observer. Each observation line is stamped with the date and time. Thus, one can follow,
approximately, the reaction time for considering the information, and how the information has been dealt with.
Here only 2 minutes separate the input by the VISOV (ANIMATION 2; 9:38 am) from its observable
consideration by the MSGU team (MSGU; 9:40 am). In that case, it is because no other source had confirmed or
given more detail about this information that the decision is made to not react (CODIS; 9:56 am). The MSGU
team lets the VISOV (played by the organizational team) know this decision (ANIMATION 1; 10:01). As no field
action is undertaken, nothing appears in column COS. As this information was not foreseen by the phone calls
scenario, nothing appears in column CRAU.
The same processing could be done for all the simulated tweets and for which the observations lines are precise
enough (here is one of the drawbacks of the method). According to the first exploration of the data, the observation
grid enables to follow the “checks and balances” process used by the players to validate or trust a social media
information. A useful concept from the pragmatic sociology can be heuristic here: the “credibility trials” (a
specific case of “trials”, the explained concept in section 2). This concept is useful to describe the process and the
steps to which an information is submitted to in order to be declared accurate. For instance, it was used to explain
how and when a whistle-blower would be found reliable (Chateauraynaud and Torny 1999). It was also used to
describe the checks a call taker makes before considering a phone call as serious (Boullier 1994). More recently,
it was used to describe the steps a plaintiff (complaining for police violence) must face in order to be authorized
to sue a policeman (Moreau de Bellaing 2016). At each step of the “credibility trials”, the information, the whistleblower, the plaintiff can be declared not reliable. The general principle is that there is a presumption of uncredibility: each trial must be positive to clear this presumption.
Thanks to the observation made at the Call Centre and the crisis room we can compare the processing of social
media information and emergency phone calls information. One strong hypothesis suggested by the data so far is
that the “credibility trials” are more complicated for social media information than for emergency calls
information. Several facts tend to confirm this hypothesis.
Firstly, it seems that the MSGU/SMEM team (located inside the crisis room) only considered a social media
information if it was also supported by a less questionable information source. For example, the same information
(children stuck in a bus) reached to the crisis room both by an emergency phone call and a tweet. Nevertheless,
the tweet came with a photo of a minibus, and not a bus, whereas the phone call mentioned a bus. For a while,
credibility was given to the phone call, and the crisis room advised the firefighters to look for a bus first, and in a
second time for a minibus (at that moment in the crisis room, whether the tweet and the phone call referred to the
same event but with different descriptions of it, or if they respectively matched a specific event was not clear).
Actually, the scenario talked about a minibus: the tweet was given credit only when another phone call clearly
announced that it was a bus and not a minibus.
Secondly, in the organization room, people in charge of pushing tweets tended to “worsen” some information in
order to prevent the MSGU/SMEM team from ignoring them. Another strategy was to post them a second time,
to put some pressure on the MSGU/SMEM team. This was the case, for instance, for an information saying that
water was entering some buildings cellars. According to the scenario, this information should have come from an
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emergency phone call and from a tweet. But as the organization team had the feeling that social information was
not considered enough, they decided to cancel the phone call and to only give this information through Twitter.
They also decided to add a new information in order to make the firefighters react: the fact that some people were
on site (and so hypothetically in danger).
Finally, observations of the firefighters’ field activity tend also to support the hypothesis of stronger “credibility
trials” for social media information. If the Emergency Operations Commander was to receive any information
coming from the social media, he systematically sent a reconnaissance mission and not a direct mission (i.e. with
specific means). The commander used another mission to check whether the social media information was correct
before dedicating specifics resources to this information. This was the case for the flood cellars. Firefighters on
ground explained that, during the simulation, the information they were given was only that “there were people
on site”. But whether they were in danger was not clearly said. And as there was already some firefighters in the
area (for another case), the commander asked them to check the situation on their way back.
Thus, these initial elements enable to put forward the hypothesis of stronger “credibility trials” for social media
information. More in-depth analysis must be done, notably with a systematic comparison with the processing of
other information sources.

…reinforced by institutional and professional dynamics

Some institutional and professional dynamics, proper to this Firefighters’ department, reinforced the moments of
organizational hesitation or uncertainty due to the questionable statute of social media information. One can
formulate the hypothesis that those more general dynamics could have limited the propensity of the players to
take into account an information coming from social media. Two examples can be given here.
First, the organization team, during the simulation, was surprised because they thought – during the exercise –
that social media information was not considered at all or very little by the MSGU/SMEM team. Apparently, this
perception would come from the delay between a field intervention (once an information is checked) and its
“creation” into the SDIS’ information system (which was the only way, theoretically, for the organization team to
know what action had been taken in response to an information). Actually, firefighters on the field explained that
this delay was due to practical difficulties and not to the undervaluing of social media. They gave the example
(during the debriefing) about a case with two boys on a zodiac boat: it was the social media input which have
triggered a field intervention (not the re-posting of the information by the animation team), even if this intervention
was computationally “created” later. Apparently, this delay is not due to the questionable statute of the social
media. Indeed, it was also the case for other missions. It is a problem well known by the SDIS’ members:
operational staff gives priority to emergency actions and not to the “creation” of these actions into the information
system.
The second example is also related to this “acknowledgment” issue. The acknowledgement is the action of
confirming that an information is taken into account, well received. It concerned the communication between
VISOV and the MSGU/SMEM team. The VISOV representative noticed that it was not possible for him to know
whether the information he had gave to the MSGU team was really received (even if this information was not
meant to trigger any action). This could explain some re-postings of an information which could eventually disturb
the MSGU team. During the debriefing, the firefighters and the VISOV agreed that this “acknowledgment” could
be a good practice.
DISCUSSION
Is a crisis management exercise a sociological experiment?

At this stage of the study, a temporary conclusion can be made about the consideration of social media
information. In this French firefighters’ department, a questionable statute is given to information coming from
social media. Even if firefighters are quite aware about the benefits and the need to consider this new information
source, they are reluctant to fully trust it. This lack of trust seems strongly determined by the variable quality of
social media information (Kropczynski et al. 2018; Tapia et al. 2013). For now, these emergency managers are
on an ongoing process of acculturation to social media. As Kaufhold and Reuter observed at the Frankfurt Fire
Departement, “progressive organizational culture is required to enable a successful integration of social media”
(Kaufhold and Reuter 2017, 607).
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Nevertheless, one need to be careful about these temporary results. This was a crisis management exercise and if
an observation was to be made during a real crisis, things would have probably happened in a different way.
Maybe the consideration given to social media information would have been less important.
This leads to question the value of crisis management exercise for research purposes. Simulation cannot be a
replication of the social reality. It cannot be easily a social laboratory as too many variables are excluded
(Guggenheim 2012). Organizing a simulation specifically to make observable what the researcher would like to
observe can lead to the misinterpretation of the data. This is not to say that what happens during an exercise is not
real and senseless (both for researchers and professionals). As Katz showed, it is not because a situation is altered
or even triggered by the researcher or the experiment that what is observed is not real or research relevant (Katz
1983). However, one needs to be careful, as researcher, to not over-interpret some results as many variables are
flattened during an exercise. The MACIV research project has two forthcoming exercises to run. It could be a
good opportunity to work more on the epistemological implications of crisis management exercise as research
tool (and to propose some guidelines for further research).
Social Media: a new form of capital/resource for emergency professionals?

One could also learn more about the way that the consideration of social media information as new resource is
going to re-shape (or not) the role of every entity of the emergency management. When one looks at the Var’s
SDIS, for instance, one can observe that there is a valuation of some members with what one may call a lower
“firefighter capital/resources” but a stronger “social media capital/resources”. Indeed, the MSGU/SMEM team
mainly consists of firefighters situated at a low rank of the symbolic firefighter hierarchy. Their social media skills
gave them the opportunity to be given a specific role (social media analyst) in the organization. As the sociology
of organization shows, the adoption of a new technology or tool within an organization is the opportunity for some
actors to gain prestige or to value under-estimated skills (Chiapello and Gilbert 2013).
More generally, into the emergency management field there is a new type of actor – VOST/VISOV – getting
power by being in an intermediary position between citizens and institutional and professional actors. Like at the
Frankfurt Fire Department, at the Var’s firefighters’ department, “spontaneous volunteers and social media
communities are valued as important stakeholders in overcoming emergencies or large-scale-disasters, but due to
limited resources, it is impossible to moderate them all” (Kaufhold and Reuter 2017, 609). Moreover, “additional
research is required concerning the optimal implementation and evaluation of VOST (609). Can we describe them
as a “sequential marginal actor” (Crozier and Friedberg 1977), a concept used to explain the power a person can
get from belonging to two environments (here emergency field and social media) that usually do not meet ?
Beyond the potential gain of power for this type of actor (individually or as a group), the effects of this in-between
position are to be studied. Do the VOST/VISOV act as an “intermediary” or “mediator” actor as defined in the
Actor Network Theory (Latour 2005) ? According to the ANT, an intermediary actor or entity does not alter what
is exchanged between two entities whereas mediator do affect the exchange. Knowing whether virtual volunteers
act like a simple filter – intermediary actor – or like an active filter – mediator – (and if so, what would be the
nature and the effect of this alteration?) is a stimulating research track.
Thus, more investigations could be undertaken on to whom social media and citizen-generated content are
beneficial. Because the integration of social media information within the emergency management does not
simply and automatically lead to citizens empowerment. Like in every process or system where an agency is given
to citizens, this agency is driven by professional or semi-professional actors who can use it as a new resource.
CONCLUSION

This paper sets out the methodology and the temporary results of an ongoing research project. It discusses the
benefits and limits to use an emergency crisis exercise for research purposes. The described observation protocol,
and the presented coding could be replicate to survey further exercises and simulations. Some possible processing
of the observation data has been exposed and further visualizations of the data (e. g., by a time line or by social
media inputs) are still in progress.
One the first analytical results tackles the way Var’s firefighters consider (or not) social media information. For
now, social media seem to be regarded as questionable because they do not easily fit into the organizational
routine. The comparison between emergency phone calls processing and the social media processing should be
pursued.
On the analytical level, the paper tries to use sociological concepts (from the Actor Network Theory and from
sociology of organization) to describe and explain some results. The concept of “credibility trials” was used to
describe the specific processing of social media information: as observed actors confer a questionable statute to
social media, the “credibility trials” are more important than for the other information sources.
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On the practical level, the location of the MSGU/SMEM team in the firefighter’s crisis room and not in the Call
Centre is an issue. This organizational feature contributes to distinguish social media information from more
classical information sources. This spatial layout reinforces the cognitive distinction between social media and
other information sources. The involved firefighters explained this choice by the double role they give to the
MSGU/SMEM team : to report some emergency events (just like emergency phone calls) and to improve the
situation awareness of the crisis room (Endsley 1995). Clearly, the situation awareness is for now favoured.
Exercises 2 and 3 of the MACIV project (with other institutional partners) might give some useful comparison
and feedbacks on that matter.
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